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OZONOTHERAPY
Closed-loop medical device intended for ozonated self-
motor therapy that consists of blood sampling, followed 
by treatment with gaseous oxygen/ozone mixture and 
subsequent reinfusion to the patient.

FIELDS OF APPLICATION:
Treatment of disease states in which sti- mulation of the 
immune system and/or increased tissue os- sigenation is 
required.
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EO51P Sampling scale 1 pc

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
PHTHALATES FREE sterile single-use closed-loop medical 
device with pre-connected withdrawal and re-infusion 
line, drip chamber with 200 mi- cron filter and with 
needle-free connections for needle-free use.

ADVANTAGES:
- No contact with environment outside the device
- Emergency by-pass system in case of re-infusion line 

failure
- Proximal connection to the patient for additional drug 

withdrawals or infusions
- Connection f o r  insufflation of Ozone-Oxygen 

mixture equipped with one-way valve to prevent any 
spillage and anti-bacterial filter to protect against 
external contamination.

OZONE THERAPY KITS AVAILABLE

COD. DESCRIPTION Q.TÀ/CONF.

TEC865 TECNO3 CCC with built-in variable dispenser (ACDA anticoagulant) 15 pcs
TEC876 TECNO3 CCC with prefilled bag with 20ml of ACDA anticoagulant 20 pcs

TEC876/35 TECNO 3CCC with prefilled bag with 35ml of ACDA anticoagulant 20 pcs

NEW BIOS.C LINE

CCP876 TECNO3 CCC with prefilled bag with 20ml of ACDA anticoagulant 20 pcs
CCP876/35 TECNO 3CCC with prefilled bag with 35ml of ACDA anticoagulant 20 pcs

 

 LINE
The TECNO3 "CCC" BIOS.C device is made with a coating 
treatment of surfaces in contact with blood with 
nonthrombogenic characteristics consisting of a polymer 
film with prosthetic groups
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of phosphorylcholine; thus, a bio- mimetic structure 
simulating the structure of cell surfaces is obtained. This 
mechanism of biomimicry makes it possible to reduce 
the adverse reactions that are established when blood 
vie- ne in contact with poorly biocompatible foreign 
materials.

Adhesion and Absorption
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